Week One

10th Grade
Desoto County
Schools

Distance Learning
You are living through an unprecedented moment in history—right now! Today,
tomorrow, and the days that follow will be captured in history books. Someday, you will
share stories with your children and grandchildren about living through this time.
Because these days are historical, it is critical that we not let these events pass without
capturing how they affect you, your family, your school, and your community.
Since you will be "schooling" from home, I will describe here the daily assigned work to
be done outside the classroom. Here are your daily writing and reading requirements:

Daily Writing
You will be asked to write two pages (or more) a day, capturing your thoughts,
questions, comments, and concerns about the events that are unfolding. I want you to
capture this history—your history—any way you'd like. Below are some suggestions for
your daily writing. Feel free to generate your own thinking.
Some possibilities for daily writing:
• Capture how this virus has disrupted your school year—including sporting
events, concerts, assemblies, dances.

Discuss how your daily life has been disrupted.
Share the effect it has had on your friends and family.
You might write reviews of movies, television shows, podcasts, video games to
share with your classmates.
Discuss the situation with aTriend or relative andWrite about this discussion.
Respond to any seed about the crisis you find interesting. A "seed"can be an
article, a TV broadcast, a Tedtalk, a tweet, a photograph, a podcast, a film, an
Instagram (or another online) post, a TikTok video, a political cartoon—anything
that spurs some thinking about the crisis. As the crisis unfolds, you will be able to
easily find new seeds that encourage reflection. This story changes every day.
Find seeds worthy of writing and thinking about. Write across genres: poetry,
dialogue (just capture a conversation between people), description, etc. Zoom in
on a moment you experience; discuss songs that capture these events for you.
Find and respond to charts and graphs worth thinking about.

Again, be creative as you decide how best to chronicle your thinking. What is the best
way to capture this historical moment? You decide. Be creative!
Take risks. Be honest. Try to create writing that you will be interested in re-reading years
from now. Chronicle your thinking as we navigate these uncertain times.

Daily Choice Reading
Find a book to read. Any book that interests you. Your choice. You are asked to read
this book for 30 or more minutes every school day. You are asked to time your
reading every day and to track the time you spend reading on a self-made chart. The
chart you create can be hand-written or created digitally, and it might look like this
example:
DatelBook

Pages read|Time spent reading

3/18|7"/7e Hate U G/Ve]22-48
13/19 [T/ie Hate U G/Ve|48-68
3/20|T/?e Hate U G/Ve[68-90

35 minutes
30 minutes
140 minutes

3/23
i3/24
3/25

The goal here is 30 minutes a day of sustained, uninterrupted reading. I know that may
be difficult for some of you, as you may face interruptions at home, but it is critical that
you do your best to find uninterrupted reading time as a means to building your stamina.
If you do not have access a book, consider other types of reading (articles, newspapers,
magazines, etc.) and track that reading on a chart.

Daily Current Event Reading
•

•

Read one of the attached articles each day.
As you read, it is important to recognize both a reader's purpose and an
author's purpose. Read with a questioning stance:
Why am I reading this? What do I want to get out of this text? What does
the author want me to know? Why has this been written, and for whom?
Annotate the article, noting things that surprise you, words you don't know
(look them up if possible), and the main idea of each paragraph.
Use one of the articles as a "seed" for your daily writing.
Complete the multiple-choice questions and writing prompts after each
article.
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How to wash your hands properly
By Rose Gallaglier, The Guardian on 03.05.20
Word Count 315
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Two types of bacteria live on our liands: resident bacteria, which are rarely implicated in infection
and are good for the skin, and transient bacteria, which we pick up oil our fingertips when we
touch surfaces. The latter are the ones we want to remove.

You should wash your hands after going to the toilet, or changing a sanitaiy napkiii or tampon;
after changing a diaper; before preparing food, after handling raw meat; and before eating. It is
easy to picl< up bacteria and vdruses when traveling oil public transport, so wash your liands
aftenvard.

Yoii need soa.p and, ideally, runi-ijng water, biit a bowl of water will do. Wet li.ands thoroiighly a^nd
apply liquid or bar soap - if you apply soap to dry hands, it can act as ail irritant and you don't get
coverage all over your hands. Rub your palms togetlier, tlien ii'iterlink your fiiigers an.d rub them
together. Next, place, the fingertips of one hand in the palm of the other and rub, and vice versa.
Rubbing the hands together creates frictioii, which removes the bacteria and creates a lather.
Within that. lather is tlie bacteria you have. removed, ready to be washed away. Once you have
worked iip a good latiier and rubbed all tlie si.i.rfaces together, rinse yoiir hands and dry
thoroughly, not forgetting in between the fingers. If you are out and using a paper towel, don't lift
This article is available at 5 reading levels at https;//newsela.com.

the lid of the waste bin with your clean fingers. At
home, cl-ia.iige li.and towels twice a week, or more
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ofteii if someone has an infection such as norovnrus.
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This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.
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Quiz
1

Read the following statement

It is especially important to wash your hands after touching things that many other people have
touched.
Which sentence from the article provides the BEST support for the statement above?

(A) It is easy to pick up bacteria and viruses when traveling on public transport, so wash your hands
aftenward.

(B) Rubbing the hands together creates friction, which removes the bacteria and creates a lather.
(C) If you are out and using a paper towel, don't lift the lid of the waste bin with your clean fingers.
(D) At home, change hand towels twice a week, or more often if someone has an infection such as
norovirus.

2 Select the sentence from the article that suggests some bacteria can be harmless.
(A) Two types of bacteria live on our hands: resident bacteria, which are rarely implicated in infection and
are good for the skin, and transient bacteria, which we pick up on our fingertips when we touch
surfaces,

(B) You should wash your hands after going to the toilet, or changing a sanitary napkin or tampon; after
changing a diaper; before preparing food, after handling raw meat; and before eating,
(C) Wet hands thoroughly and apply liquid or bar soap - if you apply soap to dry hands, it can act as an
irritant and you don't get coverage all over your hands.
(D) Once you have worked up a good lather and rubbed all the surfaces together, rinse your hands and dry
thoroughly, not forgetting in between the fingers.
3 Which option accurately summarizes the article without judgment?

(A) Bacteria can cause illness or infection in people who change diapers or prepare food for a living. People
who have these jobs should wash their hands more often. First, run your fingers under hot water, then
rinse with cold water and rub them dry. If you do this, you can even skip soap!
(B) Bacteria can cause illness or infection in people who fail to wash their hands often. People who want to

remain healthy should always follow some important steps. First, cover dry hands with soap, then add
water to create a lather. With a little practice, hand washing can be fun!

(C) People pick up many types of bacteria without noticing in our daily activities. Many people forget about
germs because they are too small to be seen. To learn more about bacteria, students should pay
attention in science class and closely study the bacteria under a microscope.

(D) People pick up transient bacteria that can cause illnesses when touching surfaces.Washing hands after
certain activities can keep people from getting sick. To wash hands properly, use water and soap to
create a lather by rubbing them together, then dry them on a clean towe!.
4 Which statement is a central idea of the article?

(A) It is important to scrub between your fingers when washing your hands.
(B) People who cannot access running water can use a bowl to wash their hands.
(Ci Washing your hands thoroughly can help stop the spread of germs.

(D) Many people are unaware that two types of bacteria live on their hands.

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela,com.
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WHO joins TikTok to share "reliable"
information about coronavirus
By Dalvin Brown, USA Today on 03.09.20
Word Count 373
Level MAX
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Social media is being flooded wth misinfoniiation about coronavirus, and the World Health
Organization (WHO) joined TikTok on February 28 in an effort to stop some of it.
Since the outbreak began, people have shared false, information through coronavrirus-related
memes on Facebook, T\vitter, Instagram andTikTok. Some of the online, posts claim that\ritamin
C can "stop" the illness. Another says garlic \vi]1 lielp.
Each of these idea.s has been debiinked. The United States has started hunian testing of a drug to
treat the virus, but so far there isn't a cure, according l-o the Centers for Disease Control.

"We are joining @tiktokto provide you with reliable, and timely public health advice! Our first
post; How to protect yourself from #coronavirus," the public safety organization wrote in its first
post on the platform.

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https;//newsela,com.

In the \rideo, Benedetta Allegranzi, the organization's technical lead of infection preventjon and
control, explained how people can slow down the spread of corona virus. She a-lso directs viewers to
the organization's website for more resources and information..
AJlegranzi tells hewers to wash tl-ieir liands,
cougli and sneeze iiito their elbows and avoid close
contact with sick people. WHO p]-e\'rious.1y aiinoiinced

World Health Organhatfon

We oro ;:oi.'iing .•-;;:.•,••.•?. lo p'owcie you wilh 'B'iablK
nnn li.'nely oublic hGitlih ndt/icc; Oil' llrs; co?!: How
lu oiol'jct yqu'selr fruni :'.'."!;.;".>i"ii[r. i

social media efforts to combat what it calls an
'infodemic" or "an. over-abundance of information ...
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that niakes it hard for people to find trustworthy
sources and reliable guidance when they need it.
Tlie organization iiploaded a second wdeo over the
weekend explaining how to properly wear a
respiratory mask. The agency doesn't advise most
people to go out and btiy them.
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"If you don't have respiratory symptoms, such as
fever, cough, or runny nose, you don't need to wear a medical mask," \'VH.O notes in the video.

It's been ^ddely reported that medical masks are in short supply as the coronavirus spreads across
the globe.

The coronavirus has killed at least 3,000 people across the. world, mostly in China. There have
been ll reported deaths in the United States as of March 5, and over 100 confirmed cases, but
experts predict a "boom is on the way.

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.

Quiz
1

Read the selection from the article.

WHO previously announced social media efforts to combat what it calls an "infodemic" or "an

over-abundance of information ... that makes it hard for people to find trustworthy sources and
reliable guidance when they need it."

Which of the following options BEST supports the idea that a flood of information can make it difficult for official agencies to
share accurate information?

(A) Since the outbreak began, people have shared false information through coronavirus-related memes on
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and TikTok.

(B) Some of the online posts claim that vitamin C can "stop" the illness.
(C) She also directs viewers to the organization's website for more resources and information.
(D) The organization uploaded a second video over the weekend explaining how to properly wear a
respiratory mask.

2 Which option would Benedetta Allegranzi most likely AGREE with?

Option 1: Social media is the most effective way to communicate with people.
Option 2: Misinformation might prevent sick people from being properly treated.
Which sentence from the article supports your response?

(A) Option 1; Since the outbreak began, people have shared false information through coronavirus-related
memes on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and TikTok,

(B) Option 1: In the video. Benedetta Allegranzi, the organization's technical lead of infection prevention and
control, explained how people can slow down the spread ofcoronavirus.

(C) Option 2: Allegranzi tells viewers to wash their hands, cough and sneeze into their elbows and avoid
close contact with sick peoplR.

(D) Option 2; It's been widely reported that medical masks are in short supply as the coronavirus spreads
across the globe.

3 Which of the following details is MOvST important to the development of the central idea?
(A) the symptoms of the coronavirus
(B) the surplus of incorrect information on sociai media
(C) the incorrect suggestions for preventing the coronavirus

(D) the number of people who have died so far from the coronavirus

4 Which of these statements would be MOST important to include in an objective summary of the article?
(A) People are sharing false information about the coronavirus to initiate panic.
(B) The U.S. government is not capable of controlling a virus outbreak this severe.
(C) WHO thinks that only it can provide reliable information about the coronavirus.
(D) The spread of false information is making it more difficult for WHO to communicate to people.

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newseia.com.
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Understanding flu and cold viruses can help
you overcome their effects
By PBS News Hour, adapted by Newsela staff on 01.07.19
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During the holidays, people get together, celebrate — and come down \vith the cold and flu.
As temperatures drop, both illnesses rise. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, or
CDC, studies illnesses and health issues in the United States. It estimates that the average person
gets two to tliree colds per yea.r, mostly in the winter and spring. The whole country sees 9.3 to 49
million cases of the flu annually.

The cold and fill are caused by pathogens, or germs, called vinises, which can be powerfu] forces
within our bodies. However, outside of our bodies, these pathogens are physically wimpy and
cannot stand the harsh conditions of the dry, outside world.
It's Alive! No, Not Really

The cold is caused by rhinovimses and other pathogens, while tlie flu is caused by influenza A \nra.I
strains. Vimses are technically not. alive. They are pieces of genetic code, called DNA or RNA, that
This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.

are covered in prolein coats and layers of fat. The coverings protect them, while the genetic code is
used to make more vinises.

Vinises caniiot niiiltiply on their own, but must infect the cells of a Ii.vT.ng creature. Dr. Aiithony
Fauci is the director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Disease, a governinent
agency that studies illness. Fie says that it is a little misleading to talk about how long viruses stay
"alive."

"People say, 'Well (a virus) can live on a door.kn.ob for four days,'" Faiici said. "Well, niaybeyou can
isolate it and grow it. in cultiire by swabbing a doorknob, but that doesn't mean that it's infectable
for four days.'

Viruses outside the body can be better described as infectious or identifiable. A virus is infectious
if it can make a person sick. A vrirus must be whole to be infectious. A \rinis that is not whole and
not infectious might still be identifiable.

Say you had an influenza virus on top of a clean desk, said. Dr. Paiil Auwaerter, who is in charge of
the Division of Infectious Diseases at the, Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine. Maybe
you could run a cotton swap on the desk and nin a lab test that finds the virus, but that does not
mean the virus can make. people sick. "It just means you've found the DNA."
A virus's ability to infect humans falls apart as its outside coverings fade. Once weakened, the virus
is less able to attach to cells and spread its genetic material.
Flu Viruses Fall Apart Faster On Porous Surfaces

We don't know a lot about how long viruses can stay infectious for.

A 1982 study foiind that influenza A remained contagious up to 48 hours on smooth, non-porous
surfaces, like metal or plastic. A 2008 publication said the virus lasted for three days on some
bank notes

Flu \riruse.s may actiially have a mucli sliorter lifespan, based on niore recent work by scientist Dr.
Jane Greatorex, who studies viruses. Her team studied influenza A in 2011, The. virus was still
contagious after nine liours if it was on smooth, hard surfaces. On softer surfaces with holes, like
clothes, the viruses fell apart after four hours.

Common cold vinise.s are harder to figure out, but niiost are no longer dangerous after 24 hours.
Our skin is the best surface for breaking down viruses according to Greatorex. Our hands ace
actually a bad place for viruses to live.
Moisture Sustains Viruses

Cold and flii viruses fall apart because of the way they are made. The genetic code is contained
within an "envelope." of protein and fat that falls apart easily. They also need moisture in order to
sui-vive, and surfaces with small holes, like our skin, suck up the moistiire.

Greatorex said enveloped viruses are set up for destruction. If the proteins in the envelope are
disrupted, the virus is done.

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.

"Viruses tend to be more stable in environmeiits for which they're known to reproduce,"
Auwaerter said. The \anises miglit do well in a warm, m.oist euvironment l.il.ce your nose. "But
when they're exposed to a different materia.l or to a non-moist environmei'il:, they can b.rea.kdowi-i."
Wheii we sneeze, the mucus protects the v'i.rus and keeps it moist, so the. virus will be contagious
for longer. However, Greatorex said nnicus weighs the \rirus down so it does not travel far.
Get A Flu Shot And Wash Hands Regularly

Flu vinises do not often last beyoiid nine hours. Public spaces that are empty at night, like a classroom, should be free of contagious flu viruses the next morning. For people who want to be
extra careful, Auwaerter recommends sanitizing surfaces with \vipes or other chemicals. The
cheniicals break apart the coverings of the \rirus, so it is no longer contagious, he said.
Even if these viruses seem to disappear quickly, do not let down your guard. The CDC aiid
National Institutes of Health still recommend that everyone, get a flu shot and wash hands
regularly. Greatorex also reconimends using tissiies to cover the mouth or nose when sneezing.
Then, the tissue sliould be thrown away and. hands washed.
"Hand-washing trumps eve.r^-'thing," Fauci said. "Even if the. \7irus lives 20 minutes on your hands,
it may touch you, shake your hands, toucl], so.mething that you touch and then you piit your hand
to your mouth."

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.
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New hand-washing tool prevents germs from
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You have probably seen signs in bathrooms that say "eniployees must wash their hands before
returning to work." Right now, this is as far as illness prevention efforts in restaurants go.
Engineers Christine Schindler and Dutch Waa.nders had a better idea.

"We thought, that's crazy, there should be. something that. scans people's hands to see. if there's any
foodborne illness," says Schindler. "When people were saying that they've been waiting 10 years
for a product; like this, that's when we left our jobs.
Schindler and Waanders both studied biomedical engineering at Duke University. They started

researching foodborne illnesses. They created a device called PathSpot last year, placing test
devices in restaurants starting in January.
Beams Of Light Bounce Off Microbes
This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela,coin.

1The Pathspot uses beams of light, says Schindler. IT-ie light beams bounce oft' of microbes on a
person's hand. The reflection of the beanis is received by the tablet's camera. The light reflects
slightly differently based on the shape of whatever it bounces off of, even tiny microbes.
A computer program knows tlie different ways that light can bounce back for different
co.ntam.in ants. The program can recognize E. coll, salm.onella, norovirus, hepatitis A and listeria.
The device turns red or green to shovvtlie presence or a.bsence ofcontaniinants. The devi.ce
niounts on the wall next to a sink.
Bad Hand-Washing

We are bad at washing our hands effectively, according to a Food and Drug Admiiiistration (PDA)
study released this summer.

The. study watched 383 people. prepare turkey burgers in test kitchens. Fewer than 3 percent of
participants washed their hands for the recommended 20 to 30 seconds. Then researchers
analyzed .microbe samples from refrigerator handles, spice containers and salads. They found up
to 41 percent oftliem had been contaminated. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
says this sort of behavior coi-itributes to the 48 million sicknesses, .128,000 hospitalizations and
3,000 deaths from food contamination in the United States yearly.
Ben Cliapman is an associate professor and food safety professional at North Carolina StMe
University. Cliapmaii says hand-washiiig failure can be broken into two categories: effectiveness
and compliance,

Chapman is oiie of the researchers on the PDA study. He is quick to point out that the study tested
people cooking in home kitchens, not people working in professional kitchens. Professional food
handlers are held to hand-washing standards by law. -:• - - Furthe.rniore, the. study has not yet shown the differeiice between effectiveness and compliance.

Someone who skipped a vvasli after handling poultry but before handling lettuce (a compliance
•failure) and someone who did not wash loiig or well enoiigh (an efl'ectiveness failure) botli count
as failing to wash appropriately. Only one of those people would be caught by a device like
PathSpot.
Routine Inspections Best Way To Measure Compliance

"We don't really have a great understanding of how compliant food handlers are mth the law,'
says Chapinan. "Tlie best way we've measui-ed it i.s through roiitine inspections."

PathSpot considers effectiveness the bigger issue, but Chapman thinks it is compliance. It is not so
much that people fail to wash their hands before food. prep or after using the restroom, he says.
Rather, they are unaware of the washing that needs to take place in between the. steps of food
preparation. For example, people should wash when they change from handling raw to ready-toeat food. People also might skip washes because they feel they do not have time.
In a 2010 study in the Journal of Food Protection, Chapman put video cameras in restaurant
kitchens. He used them to obser\re hand-washing practices. He found that workers washed their
lianas more ofl:en and spread germs to food less freque.ntly when food safety info sheets were
placed in kitchens. In soine places, that wasliing is unnecessary because people do not always use
This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.

their hands, he says. Many fast food restaurants, for example, use tongs or other easily cleaned
tools to coo.k and .move food.

Pilot Program Shows Success

Still, a clear answer to whether employees washed their hands well enough could be valuable. The
information coiild help improve employee. practices. In a pilot program in 20 locations in Detroit,
New York City and Durham, North Carolina, PathSpot saw contamination rates decrease by 60
percent over a month, according to Scliindler. The company also saw inanagers use information on
when, where and how hand-washing could be improved.

Schiiidler says the information from PathSpot can tell a restaurant how to better train their
employees and tell them what the employees need to change. Schindler hopes PathSpot will
inspire people to be excited aboiit cleanliness.

PathSpotjzist received $2 million froni investors. The company has applied for a patent. It plans to
focus on ina.king the de\dces affordable and placing them in locations tliat need'thein. Schindler
envisions sin'i.ilar teclin.ology tliat coiild detect peanut oil in schools, flu in the workplace orstaph
infections in hospitals.

"Tlie thing tliat we really care about \\dth this product is the al^ility for it to grow far beyoiid
detecting foodborne illness on hands to a system for instantaneoiis detection of illness at large,'
says Schindler.

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.

Quiz
1

Which statement would be MOST important to include in a summary of the article?

(A) Christine Schindler and Dutch Waanders were both students at Duke University and studied biomedical
engineering.

(B) The spread of germs in food happens when there is ineffective hand-washing and failure to comply with
food safety rules.

(C) Fewer than 3 percent of participants in a study washed their hands for the recommended time and they
contaminated the kitchen.

(D) Many fast-food restaurant workers use tongs and do not need to wash their hands as often as other
restaurant workers or people in their own kitchens.

2 One of the CENTRAL ideas is that the PathSpot device is designed to help detect microbes that can be spread v/ith food. How
does the author introduce this CENTRAL idea?

(A) by describing the reason why the PathSpot inventors decided to make it and explaining how it works
(B) by highlighting the results of one study where the PathSpot effectively decreased contamination rates

(C) by comparing and contrasting the studies of PathSpot with Chapman's study of food-safety info sheets
(D) by explaining that Schindler and Waanders are planning to get a patent and S2 million in investments
3 How did the info sheets in the kitchen affect hand-washing practices and the spread of germs in Chapman's study?
(A) The info sheets caused hand-washing to decrease and the spread of germs to increase.
(B) The info sheets caused hand-washing to increase and the spread of germs to decrease.
(C) The info sheets did not noticeably affect hand-washing practices or the spread of germs.
(D) The info sheets increased hand-washing but did not affect the spread of germs.

4 According to the article, which of the following MOST influenced Schindle^andWaanders to develop the PathSpot? ...
(A) the hope that it would be able to detect peanut oils and other allergens at restaurants and schools
(B) the competition between themselves and Chapman to find a solution to foodborne illness at restaurants

(C) the need to detect when restaurant workers did not comply with safety procedures white making food
(D) the desire to make restaurant workers more interested in cleanliness and skilled at preventing illness

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.
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Your most urgent questions about the new
coronavirus
By Science News for Students, adapted by Newsela staff on 02.10.20
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Scientists a..re racing to unLi-avel the n-iysteries of a new co.ro.navirus t.hat recently emerged in China.
Tlie outbreak is iiow a global public 'health eniergency, the World. Healtli Organization said on
Januaiy 30. As of Februaiy 10, the \rirus had infected more than 40,000 people globally and
resulted in more than 900 deaths. Its rapid spread has sparked global concern. It also is triggering

many questions from researchers and the public alike. In this rapidly evolving epidemic, many
unknowns remain.

Here's what we know so far about what's known as the 2019 novel coronav-irus, or 2019-nCoV.
Whatis2019-nCoV?

Coronaviruses are one of a variety of viruses that typically cause colds. But three inembers oft.hi.s
viral family'.have caused more severe outbreaks that include pnenin-ionia (a type of inflammato.r}'
lung disease) aiid risk ofdeatti. The first was severe acute respiratory syndrome, or SARS. TIiei-i
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canie Middle East respiratory syndrome, or MERS. Now there is 2019-nCoV. This .latest
coronavirus first emerged in Wuhan, China.
When did the outbreak start?

Chinese officials notified the World Health Organization on December 31, 2019, of an unknown
pneumonia-like disease in 44 patients. Initial reports tied this disease to a seafood market in
Wuhan, a city in central China's Hubei Province.

But the. earliest cases may not be related to exposure
at the market. That's what a team of Chinese

researchers reported Januaiy 24 in Tlie Lancet. The
earliest known patient got sick on December l. He had
not been exposed to the market, according to tl-ie
study, although the first person who died had been.
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"The niarket was not the [source of the] index case. Tt
was an amplifier," said Anthony Fauci. "People
crowded. i.n. the market infected each other." Fanci directs the National Institute, of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases in Bethesda, Maiyland.

Where did the virus come from?

Corona-vdruses originate in wild animals, Sometimes they leap to hzimans.
Current data suggest that the virus made the leap from animals to humans just once and that since
then it lias been moving between people. Based on how closely related the druses are that have
been isolated fro.m.pati.ents, animals from the seafood market probably didn't give people the virus
multiple times (as rese.aTche.rs once thought).
Can it infect pets?

There are currently no reports of pets getting sick with 2019-nCoV.

Several types ofcoronaviruses can infect aniinals, and in some cases it can niake them ill. So the
U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, or CDC, advises avoiding contact with pets and
wearing a face mask if you are sick.

While L-he CDC recominends that people traveling to China avoid animals, the agency says there is
no reason to believe that aniinals or pets in the United States can transinit tlie virus.'
What are the symptoms of a 2019-nCoV infection?

People sickened by the new virus may develop a fever, cough and difficulty breathing, according to
the CDC. Though many people writh 203.9-nCoV might experience mild symptoms, others can
develop pneumonia.

The CDC reports that symptoms of 20lQ-nCoV may appear from two to 14 days after exposure. On
average, it: inay take someone five days to become visil)ly sick, researchers reported Jaiiiiary 29 in
•the New England Journal of Medicine. That number, however, is based on only 10 patients, so it
needs furtlier study, tlie researchers wrote.
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How infectious is the virus?

Researchers don't yet know, but since 2019-nCoV has never infected humans before last year,
people have not yet developed immunity to it. So it's likely that everyone is vulnerable to becoming
infected.

How long does it stay on surfaces?

Researchers aren't sure, but not very long. Or that's what they expect, based on what tlieyknovv
about other coronav-iruses. These viruses t-}7i3.ically sumve on a surface for only a fewhoiirs, notes
Nancy Messonnier. She directs the CDC's National Center for Iminunization and Respiratoiy
Disease in Atlanta, Georgia.

While it's still iinclear how the new virus spreads, coronaviruses in general are thought to be
spread priniarily by respiratory droplets. These are spread when patients cough, for instance.
There is no evideiice suggesting 2019-nCoV can be transmitted from things such as imported
goods, according to the CDC.
How does it spread?

The new \d.rus is spreading froin person, to perso.il. Like SA.RS and MB^RS, it probably spreads
between people similarly to other respiratoiy diseases, the CDC says. Respiratoiy droplets from an
infected person's cough or sneeze can cany the \drus to someone new.
Some corona-vdruses can cause the common cold. Severe coronaviruses infect deeper parts oftlie
respiratoiy tract than cold viruses do. So infected people are not usualty contagious until they start
to show symptoms, says Stanley Perlman, He's a virologist at the University of Iowa in Iowa City.
There have beeii some reports of people'without symptoms spreading-20l9-nCoV. Aiid because
people might be. infected and not show obvious symptoms, doctors should isolate patients and
trace their contacts as soon as possible.
How far has 2019-nCoV spread?

So far, it's not clear how many people the virus has sickened. Epidemiologists
work as disease detective-s — are attempting to come up with a good estimate.

researchers who

Through the end of January, most of the thousands of people \vith confirmed diagnoses of the new
virus have been in China, But several other countries — 27 as of February 7 — also reported
isolated cases. Many of these patients had just returned from a trip to China.

A few countries outside China are now reporting huinan-to-human transmission, including
Vietnam, Germany and the United States.
How deadly is the disease?

The coroiiavin.ises that cause colds usually bring fairly mild syn-iptoins. They tend to just affect tl-ie

upper airways (sinuses and throat). But tlie n.e.w \ri.rus is i-nore like SA.RS and MERS. It penetrates
much deeper into the respiratory tract. 201.9-nCoVis "a disease tliat caiises more 'lung disease than
sniffles," says Fauci of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases. It's damage to the
lungs that. can make these viruses deacUy,
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An analysis of 99 hospitalized patients, including the first cases from Wulian, shows that 17
developed what is known as acute respiratoiy distress syndrome. It's a condition that affects the
lungs and can limit the blood from getting enough o.^gen. Eleven of these patients woiild go oil to
die from niultiple organ failure.
Right now, the 201.9-nCoV death rate appears to be about four in ever}? l.00 infected people. That's
wliat the World Healtl-i Organization reported, on Janiiary 23. But tl'iat numbe.r may well change as
more cases are diagnosed, Fau.ci notes.
What is the situation in the U.S.?

As of February 4, health officials had confinned the coronavirus in ll people. These included two
infected by someone else in the U.S.
Twenty U.S. airports bega-n actively screening travelers froni China for symptoins in late Januaiy.
Because of the relatively rapid .release of information from China, countries like the U.S. have had
time to put strong screening procedures in place.
What are the best ways to protect yourself?

There is no drug or vaccine. Lo treat or prevent 2019-nCoV. But there are things people, can do to
limit the chance they will become infected. And they areii't much different from what yoii'd do to
keep from picking up colds or the flu, the CDC says.
Wash your hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds. Other tips include covering your
moutl-i when you cozigh or sneeze. Finally, don't touch your eyes, nose or mouth. Who knows what
viruses might have been on surfaces that you touched?
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Quiz
1

Which statement is a central idea of the article?

(A) The coronavirus had infected 11 people in the United States as of February 4.
(B) The coronavirus is a serious health concern for people all over the world.

(C) The coronavirus is a new type of illness that is similar to the common cold.
(D) The coronavirus has symptoms such as cough and difficulty breathing.

2

Which sentence from the article would be MOST important to include in a summary of the article?
(A) Current data suggest that the virus made the leap from animals to humans just once and that since then
it has been moving between people.
(B) Several types of coronaviruses can infect animals, and in some cases it can make them ill.
(C) She directs the CDC's National Center for Immunization and Respiratory Disease in Atlanta. Georgia.

(D) 2019-nCoV is "a disease that causes mare lung disease than sniffles," says Fauci of the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases.
3 What is MOST likely the reason the author included the information about SARS?

(A) to explain that another virus was much more deadly than the coronavirus
(B) to emphasize that most types of the coronavirus orignated in Wuhan, China
(C) to describe another type of coronavinis that posed a threat to humans

(D) to stress that some diseases are not directly spread by contact between humans
4 Read the following selection.

But the earliest cases may not be related to exposure at the market. That's what a team of
Chinese researchers reported Janua^ 24 in The Lancet. The earliest known patient got sick on
December 1. He had not been exposed to the market, according to the study, although the first
person who died had been.
Why did the author include this idea?
(A) to introduce uncertainty about the origin of the coronavirus
(B) to explain how many people have been infected by (he coronavirus
(C) to stress the danger that the coronavirus poses to humans

(D) to describe how people can protect themselves from the coronavirus

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https;//newsela.com.
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Officials say coronavirus targets elderly and
ill, children mostly unaffected
By Los Angeles Times, adapted by Newsela staff on 03.09.20
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People who have contracted the coronavirus were recently identified near Christina Arnold's
Northern California home, Arnold started worr>'ing about herself and her two teenage sons.
They all have asthma. Their condition puts theni at a higher risk of death if they were to contract
the virus, which aftects people's respiratory'' system..

"I try to keep my paranoia inside, imder control," she said. As of March 4, the death toll in the
United States reached 11. "I don't wan): to show my kids I'm scared because there is not much we
can do about it."
Elderly People Most At Risk

COVID-3.9 (short for "coronavirus disease 201.9") has coiitimied to spread in the U.S. Althoiigh
many An-ierica.us have become more anxious, health officials agree on one. point. They say the
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coronavirus is more of a risk to certain groups of the population, such. as the elderly. Health
experts stress that the coronavirus does not represent a serious tlireat to most people.
"The risk is low," said Anthony Fauci, director of the Nationa.1 Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases.

A healthy ad.ult who contracts the rapidly spreading illness inight get little inore than a cough or
runny nose. However, the e'Jderly and those vvitli certain medical conditions are at greater risk for
a serioiis infection or even death.
People With Long-Term Illness Also Threatened

Seven fatal cases are now linked to a nursing home outside Seattle, Washington, the state where
most of the deaths have been. The deaths of these elderly people highlight that the virus is
particularly vicious to those past middle age. The risk is especially high for people who have a
long-term illness, such as high blood pressure, or are overweight. Some of the recent casualties
inc'Iude.d a ma.n aiid woman in their yos and a woin.an. in her Sos.

"Older populatioiis of people and people wth health conditions may have much bigger problems,"
said Toro Frieden on March 2. Frieden is the former director of the Centers for Disease Control

and Prevention (CDC). He added that about 60 pe.rcent of American adults have conditions that
could worsen tlie coronavdrus.

The facts about who the virus kills and how to best contain it is of growing concern as coronavirus
cases begin to pop up across the coiintiy. There is as much fear and uncertainty as there is actual
illness.
Children Not Hit With Severe Cases

Children, are one group that hasn't been hit vvitli severe cases.
"For reasons we doii't understand, children don't se&m to get severely i.11," Frieden said.
As of March 4, there were 152 known cases of the coronavirus in the U.S., .most of which have been.

in Washingtoii and California. Some contracted the illness through travel or contact with someone
who traveled. Some got the \7irus through its spread in the community.

Faced \'\ri.t.h the growing niimbers of cases without a, known cause, dozens of businesses a.nd
orgaitizations have canceled eveiits or restricted travel for employees. Late Marcli 2, Twitter urged
employees to work from home. Uber said the \^.rus posed a threat to its business.

Ill Washington, Governor Jay Inslee said residents "should, begin to think about- avoiding large
II
events."

Experts warned the virus mil continue to spread in the coming days. Yet just how deadly it is and
who exactly faces the inost danger beyond the. elderly is not yet clear. Long-term illnesses like
diabetes and heart problems have been linked to more serious outcoines, as have severe illnesses
such as cancer. Smoking can add to the severity of a coronavirus as well, researchers said,
"We could learn a lot more. in the next week," said Stephanie Christenson, a doctor and. lung

specialist at the University of California, San Francisco (UCSF). "All of this is kind of changing,"
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China's CDC recently released a paper that detailed more than 70,000 instances of the coronavdrus
t.liere. It fou.nid that in confirmed cases, nearly 15 percent of the people \v\\h the \arus over 80 years
old died from it. In comparison, only about 2 percent of all confirmed people with the coronavirus
have died so far. Researcliers also saw higher rates of death for people with cardiovasciilar disease,
dia.betes, respirator}-' disease, high blood pressure and cancer.
Broader Look At All Cases Could Lower Fatality Rate

Jeffrey Klausner is a professor of medicine and public health at the University of Soutliern
California, Los Angeles. Klausner warned that early data might not present a fully accurate picture.
Initial research depends on rates of confirmed cases, largely treated in medical facilities. He said a.
1.~>roa.der look at all cases, iiicludii'ig those not severe enougli. for serious treatment, could lower the
rate of fatalities.

Peter Beilenson is a healtli officer for Sacrainento County in California. Beilenson explamed that
"a healthy 72-year-old is not at as great a risk as an unhealthy ys-year-old."

"It's about lung function and tlie compromise, of lung function," said George Rutl-ierford, a disease
spedalist at UCSI7, explaining vvhy the disease .hits some harder than. others.
George Rutlierford is a doctor ai^d disease specialist at UCSF. Rutherford explained that tlie
disease affects some more than others because of the health of their lungs. "The lungs of an 80year-old aren't the hings of a 20-year-old."
Rutherford said older people's hings have accumulated years of air pollution and secondhand
smoke. This niakes tliem weaker.

Only Minor Lifestyle Changes Needed

Most liealtli experts say that even groups with increased risk should msike only minor lifestyle
changes. They shoiild wash their hands, avoid sick people and limit foreign travel.
Arnold, the m.other whose sons have asthma, plans on keeping life as normal as possible. Her
family "still has to get on with their lives." Despite the vvony, tl-iey continue going to the gym,
movies and beach.

"Your best bet is just washing your hands," she said.
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Quiz
1

Which two of the fallowing sentences from the article include CENTRAL ideas of the article?

1. Seven fata! cases are now linked to a nursing home outside Seattle. Washington, the state
where most of the deaths have been.

2. "Older populations of people and people with health conditions may have much bigger
problems," said Tom Frieden on March 2.

3. Experts warned the virus will continue to spread in the coming days.
4. Beilenson explained that "a healthy 72-year-old is not at as great a risk as an unhealthy 72year-old."

(A)

1 and 2

(B)

1 and 4

(C)

2 and 3

(D)

3 and 4

2 Which statement would be MOST important to include in a summary of the article?
(A) A Chinese government report indicates that the overall mortality rate of the virus is about 2 percent.
(B) For reasons experts do not fully understand, coronavirus does not seem to seriously affect children.
(C) As of March 4, there were 7 fatalities amongst 152 known cases of coronavirus in the U.S.. mostly in
Washington state and California.

(D) Experts advise that diabetes, heart problems, cancer, obesity and smoking are all linked to more serious
coronavirus outcomes.

3 Why was Jeffery Klausner cautious about the implications of early coronavirus data?
(Ay The data so far focuses on serious cases requiring hospitalization; not the totarnumber of cases.
(B) Most of the data gathered has come from small hospitals or doctor's offices without proper testing
equipment.

(C) The data so far has been gathered by the Chinese government, which is interested in minimizing its
impact.

(D) Most of the data so far focuses on elderly people who have been infected with the virus, not the general
population.

4 According to the article, why do people with respiratory conditions like asthma face greater risk from coronavirus?
(A) Coronavirus is transmitted through the air.

(B) Coronavirus primarily attacks and affects the respiratory system.
(C) Respiratory medications weaken the immune system.
(D) Respiratory illnesses are strongly correlated with coronavirus infection.
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